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WHOLE BOSS CLEANSING RITUALS GUIDE
Are you ready to clear negative energies that you may not even be
aware are in your space? You may be feeling stuck, unproductive,
heavy and don't know why. 

This cleanse ritual guide will help you to clear, cleanse and purify any
stagnant or negative energy below the surface that may be located in
your body or your home and office/workspace.

First, let's explore what a ritual actually is. A ritual according to
Wikipedia is a sequence of activities involving gestures, words, and
objects, performed in a sequestered place and according to a set
sequence. Rituals may be prescribed by the traditions of a
community, including a religious community.

A lot of people get freaked out by the term ritual and automatically
associate it with witchcraft or religion, but rituals do not have to be
spiritual or religious, they just have to be meaningful.

Creating rituals is important because they set intentions and habits for
your life that make you take them more seriously, they are also more
memorable and more powerful than just a routine or habit.

The rituals that are outlined in this guide, although not new and can
be spiritual, will be used to set intentions for cleansing, releasing, and
removing blocks. Also add an intention for protection and security for
ourselves, environment, and business.

My purpose for this guide is to help you get free from anything seen
or unseen that is holding you back from success in your life and
business.
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WHOLE BOSS CLEANSE RITUALS CHECKLIST
Tools To Cleanse, Release, and Protect
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FIND THE FOLLOWING TOOLS IN YOUR LOCAL STORE OR ORDER THEM THROUGH
THE AMAZON PRIME LINKS IN THE WHOLE BOSS CLEANSE STORE.

HIMILAYAN SALT OR SEA SALT

EPSOM SALT

WHITE SAGE SMUDGE STICKS

FLORIDA WATER

INCENSE (NAG CHAMPA IS A GOOD CHOICE)

WHITE CANDLES

ESSENTIAL OILS: SAGE, SANDALWOOD, FRANKINCENSE (OPTIONAL)

CRYSTALS: BLACK TOURMALINE, KUNZITE, HEMATITE, SMOKEY QUARTZ, SELENITE
(OPTIONAL)

YONI EGG (OPTIONAL)

https://wholeboss.com/cleanse-shop/


WHOLE BOSS CLEANSE RITUALS INTENTIONS
Set Your Intentions for the Cleanse Bath
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LIST YOUR INTENTIONS BELOW TO CLEANSE, RELEASE AND FREE YOUR ENERGY.
RECITE AS YOU PUT THE HANDFUL OF INGREDIENTS INTO YOUR BATH OR AS YOU DO

THE HOME/OFFICE CLEANSING RITUALS. EXAMPLE: "I RELEASE ALL SELF-DOUBT."
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The Ingredients
Epsom Salt (3 large handfuls)
Pink Himalayan Salt or Coarse Sea Salt (3
large handfuls)
Florida Water (3 Pours)
White Sage Smudge Stick

Energy Cleansing
Bath

The Instructions
Take a shower and wash your hair before
you take the cleanse bath.
Clean your bathroom thoroughly with natural
cleaning products.
Sage your entire bathroom area, open door
or window for ventilation.
Light Candles, Burn Incense, place crystals
around the tub, play meditation music and
use a yoni egg for extra healing energy.
Fill your bath with warm water.
Add 3 large handfuls of Epsom salt to your
bath water. Speak a cleansing or releasing
intention from list above with each handful.
Add 3 large handfuls of Pink Himalayan salt
or sea salt to your bath water. Speak a
cleansing or releasing intention with each
handful same as above.
Add 3 pours of Florida water and speak a
cleansing or releasing intention with each
pour.
Soak for about 20-30 minutes (*no longer
than 30 minutes). While doing so, make it
your intention to let go of all negativity and
self-doubt. 
Give Thanks. You can repeat this ritual once
a month, season, quarter or whenever your
feeling stuck, heavy or blocked. Optimal time
is during the full moon.



The Ingredients
Pink Himalayan Salt Fine or Fine Sea Salt
Ground Cinnamon 
White Sage Smudge Stick
Essential Oil in Diffuser or Incense Stick

Home and Office
Cleansing Ritual

The Instructions
Clean your home and office thoroughly with
natural cleaning products.
Sage your entire home, open door or
window after smudging for ventilation.
Add salt and cinnamon for prosperity to a
bowl. 
Sprinkle mix on your floor, starting with your
furthest room to the right until you get to your
front door. Recite Intentions from your list as
you sprinkle.
Sweep the salt/cinnamon mixture in the
same pattern from the furthest room towards
the front door also reciting your intentions. 
Sweep the mixture out your front door or into
a dust pan.
You can then burn incense or diffuse
essential oils of your choice after sweep is
complete.
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